Abstract. Associated to any complex Wishart matrix W of parameters (dn, dm) and any linear map ϕ :
Introduction
One of the guiding principles of Random Matrix Theory is that "you can get anything inside a usual random matrix". Indeed, the random matrices are known to encode a bewildering quantity of interesting mathematical and physical phenomena. See [1] , [19] .
A particularly efficient construction, which leads to a vast and beautiful combinatorial landscape, which has been barely explored so far, consists in looking at the asymptotic distribution of the block-modified Wishart matrices. To be more precise, consider a Wishart matrix W of parameters (dn, dm), with d, n, m ∈ N. Associated to any linear map ϕ : M n (C) → M n (C) is then the "block-modified" matrixW = (id ⊗ ϕ)W , and the problem is that of computing the * -distribution ofW , in the d → ∞ limit.
All this goes back to a 2012 paper of Aubrun [3] , where the case of the transposition map ϕ(A) = A t was considered. Aubrun's computation, leading to shifted semicircles, was generalized soon after in [8] , with a result leading to certain free differences of free Poisson laws. A further generalization, leading to large classes of compound free Poisson laws, covering as well the result of Marchenko-Pastur [18] , and some computations from [14] , [15] was worked out in [9] . A number of supplementary results on the subject, sometimes obtained in different asymptotic regimes, are now available from [2] , [16] , [20] .
According to the general theory in [9] , the 4 "basic" computations, corresponding to results in [8] , [14] , [15] , [18] , come from the following 4 diagrams:
To be more precise, these diagrams are the partitions π ∈ P even (2, 2) , between an upper row of 2 points and a lower row of 2 points, having all the blocks of even size. Now given such a partition π ∈ P even (2, 2), we can associate to it the following linear map:
Here {e ac } is the standard basis of M n (C), and δ π ∈ {0, 1} is given by δ π = 1 when each block of π contains equal indices, and δ π = 0 otherwise.
With this convention, the linear maps associated to π 1 , π 2 , π 3 , π 4 are as follows, where A δ ∈ M n (C) denotes the diagonal of a given matrix A ∈ M n (C): We recognize here the null block-modification, leading to the result of Marchenko-Pastur [18] , the transposition, which leads to the results in [3] , [8] , and then the trace and the diagonal restriction map, leading to the extra computations from [14] , [15] .
Summarizing, we have here an interesting phenomenon, relating partitions and Wishart matrices, worthly of exploration. Some preliminary results and explanations were obtained in [9] , and some further work on the subject was performed afterwards, in [2] .
Generally speaking, the idea in [2] , [9] was to develop very general theories, based on the above observation. In [9] such a theory was developed, by using a somewhat heavy diagrammatic formalism (the "strings and beads" operad). As for the work in [2] , the theory developed there is quite abstract too, using operator-valued free probability.
Our purpose here is to go somehow in an opposite, much more concrete direction. To be more precise, our philosophy will be that of using partitions π ∈ P even (2s, 2s), with s ∈ N being arbitrary, and trying to get "the best we can" from these partitions.
As a starting point for the present considerations, the partitions π ∈ P even (2s, 2s) are familiar objects, appearing in the representation theory of the hyperoctahedral group H N . The noncrossing ones, π ∈ NC even (2s, 2s), are familiar objects too, appearing in the representation theory of the hyperoctahedral quantum group H + N . All this goes back to our 2007 paper [7] with Bichon and Collins, and the findings there, and from the subsequent paper [6] , with Belinschi, Capitaine and Collins, led to the axiomatization of the "easy quantum groups", worked out in our 2009 paper with Speicher [10] .
Roughly speaking, a compact Lie group or quantum group G is called easy when its Tannakian dual comes from "easy maps", with these latter maps being associated to partitions. In the case of a partition π ∈ P even (2s, 2s), corresponding to G = H N , the associated easy map is, up to a certain contraction of the tensors, as follows: Observe the similarity with the previous formula of ϕ π , for π ∈ P even (2, 2) . In fact, what we have here is a generalization of the s = 1 formula, valid at any s ∈ N.
Summing up, we have a quite concrete problem to be solved, namely that of computing the asympotic distribution of the block-modified Wishart matrixW = (id ⊗ ϕ)W , in the case where ϕ = ϕ π is an easy map, coming from a partition π ∈ P even (2s, 2s).
We will perform our study at several generality levels, as follows:
I. Following the previous work in [9] , we will first study the partitions π ∈ P even (2s, 2s) which are symmetric, with respect to the blockwise middle symmetry: Our study here will take advantage of the fact that we use now a lighter formalism. We will improve the previous findings in [9] , with a stronger result on the subject.
II.
We will discuss then the q = −1 twisting of this result, by using the general theory developed in [4] . The twisting procedure requires crossings, in order to be non-trivial, and at s = 1 we only have one example, coming from the following partition:
The corresponding twisted map isφ π (A) = 2A δ −A t , and at the block-modified Wishart matrix level, the law that we obtain is in fact the same as for ϕ π (A) = A t . Our main result here will be a generalization of this fact, to the case π ∈ P even (2s, 2s). This is interesting, theoretically speaking, in view of [4] and subsequent work.
III. The twisted mapsφ π are obtained from the untwisted ones ϕ π by replacing the Kronecker symbols δ π ∈ {0, 1} by signed Kronecker symbolsδ π ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, the precise formula being as follows, with ε : P even → {−1, 1} being the signature map:
One interesting question is that of further extending our formalism, by allowing the Kronecker symbols to take complex values, δ π ∈ T ∪ {0}. We believe that such an extended formalism can cover the free Bessel laws, constructed in [6] , in * -moments. We will comment here on this question, with some preliminary observations. There are of course many questions arising from the present work, some of them being of pure random matrix nature, and some other being in connection with the ongoing classification program for the easy quantum groups, and notably with the recent paper [5] . We will comment on these problems at the end of the paper.
The paper is organized as follows: in 1-2 we review the basic block modification theory from [9] , with a few technical changes, in 3-4 we discuss the easy case, with a number of preliminary results, in 5-6 we state and prove our main results, regarding the easy case, in 7-8 we discuss the twisted easy case, and in 9-10 we discuss the free Bessel laws.
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Wishart matrices
Consider a complex Wishart matrix of parameters (dn, dm). In other words, we start with a dn × dm matrix G having independent complex N (0, 1) entries, and we set:
This matrix has size dn × dn, and is best thought of as being a d × d array of n × n matrices. We are interested here in the study of the "block-modified" versions of W , obtained by applying a given linear map ϕ : M n (C) → M n (C) to the n × n blocks.
With standard tensor product notations, this construction is as follows: 
We would like to compute the limiting d → ∞ eigenvalue distribution ofW , as a function of the modification map ϕ. SinceW is in general not self-adjoint, in order to have a complete picture, we must in fact compute its * -distribution. For this purpose, we use the moment method, or rather the * -moment method.
We use the following * -moment formalism: Definition 1.2. The * -moments of a random matrix X, which depend on an integer p ∈ N and on a sequence of exponents e 1 , . . . , e p ∈ {1, * }, are given by:
More generally, assuming that we are given as well a permutation σ ∈ S p , we set
where n is the size of X, and |σ| is the number of cycles of σ, and call these numbers generalized * -moments of X.
Observe that when the sequence of exponents is e = (1, . . . , 1), the * -moment M e (X) coincides with the usual moment M p (X) = (E • tr)(X p ). As already mentioned, the need for the * -moments comes from the fact that X can be not self-adjoint. See [25] .
Regarding now the generalized * -moments, this is a technical definition, in the spirit of [21] , that we will need in what follows. Consider the standard cycle in S p , namely:
If we use this permutation, the corresponding generalized * -moment is:
In general, we can decompose the computation of M e σ (X) over the cycles of σ, and we obtain in this way a certain product of * -moments of X. See [21] .
Let us go back now to our block-modified Wishart matrixW = (id ⊗ ϕ)W . According to [9] , we can expect the formula for the asymptotic * -moments ofW to involve in fact not ϕ itself, but rather the * -moments of a certain matrix Λ associated to ϕ.
To be more precise, the definition that we will need is as follows:
We use the Choi-Jamiolkowski correspondence between linear maps ϕ :
with the convention Λ = abcd Λ ab,cd e ac ⊗ e bd , where e ab ∈ M n (C) are the standard generators, given by e ab : e b → e a , with {e 1 , . . . , e n } being the standard basis of C n .
In what follows we will use either the map ϕ, or the matrix Λ, depending on what suits us best. Observe that in matrix notation, the entries ofW are given by:
Regarding the generalized * -moments, we have the following formula, valid for any permutations σ, τ ∈ S p , that we will heavily use in what follows:
Consider the embedding NC p ⊂ S p obtained by "cycling inside each block". That is, each block b = {b 1 , . . . , b k } with b 1 < . . . < b k of a given noncrossing partition σ ∈ NC p produces by definition the cycle (b 1 . . . b k ) of the corresponding permutation σ ∈ S p .
Observe that the one-block partition γ ∈ NC p corresponds in this way to the standard cycle γ ∈ S p . Also, the number of blocks |σ| of a partition σ ∈ NC p corresponds in this way to the number of cycles |σ| of the corresponding permutation σ ∈ S p .
We have now all the needed ingredients for doing our * -moment computation. The result here, extending the usual moment computation from [9] , is as follows: where
Proof. We use the formula for the matrix entries ofW , given after Definition 1.3 above. As a first observation, the entries of the adjoint matrixW * are given by:
Thus, we have the following global formula, valid for any exponent e ∈ {1, * }:
In order to compute the * -moments ofW , observe first that we have:
The average of the general term can be computed by the Wick rule:
Let us look now at the above sum. The i, j, b indices range over sets having respectively d, d, m elements, and they have to be constant under the action of σγ −1 , σ, σ. Thus when summing over these i, j, b indices we simply obtain a d |σγ −1 | d |σ| m |σ| factor, so we get:
We use now the standard fact, from [12] , that for σ ∈ S p we have |σ| + |σγ −1 | ≤ p + 1, with equality precisely when σ ∈ NC p . Thus with d → ∞ the sum restricts over the partitions σ ∈ NC p , and this gives the formula in the statement.
In order to exploit the above formula, we will need some basic facts from free probability theory, namely the general formalism of the * -distributions, the free convolution operation ⊞, and the notion of free cumulant. We refer to [21] , [25] for this material.
We will need in particular the following well-known result: Proposition 1.5. Given a positive measure µ on C, having mass c > 0, we can define a * -distribution by the following Poisson convergence type formula:
This * -distribution, called compound free Poisson law, has as free * -cumulants the * -moments of µ. Moreover, when µ = i c i δ z i with c i > 0 and z i ∈ C, we have
where the variables α i are free Poisson of parameter c i , taken to be free.
Proof. All these assertions are well-known in the real case, and explained in detail in [9] , and the proof in the general complex case is similar. To be more precise, all the assertions follow by using Speicher's moment-cumulant formula. See [21] , [23] .
Now back to the Wishart matrices, the trick, from [9] , is that of constructing a compound free Poisson law, by using the law of Λ. To be more precise, we have:
, the * -moments of the compound free Poisson law π mnρ are given by
for any choice of the extra parameter m ∈ N.
Proof. We know from Proposition 1.5 above that the free * -cumulants of π mnρ are the * -moments of mnρ. Thus, these free * -cumulants are given by:
γ )(Λ) By using now Speicher's moment-cumulant formula [21] , this gives the result.
We can see now an obvious similarity with the formula in Proposition 1.4. In order to exploit this similarity, once again by following [9] , let us introduce:
holds for any p ∈ N, any exponents e 1 , . . . , e p ∈ {1, * }, and any σ ∈ NC p .
With this above notion in hand, we can now formulate an asymptotic * -distribution result regarding the block-modified Wishart matrices, as follows: Theorem 1.8. Consider a block-modified Wishart matrixW = (id ⊗ ϕ)W , and assume that the matrix Λ ∈ M n (C) ⊗ M n (C) associated to ϕ is multiplicative. Then mW ∼ π mnρ holds, in * -moments, in the d → ∞ limit, where ρ = law(Λ).
Proof. By comparing the * -moment formulae in Proposition 1.4 and in Proposition 1.6, we conclude that the asymptotic formula mW ∼ π mnρ is equivalent to the following equality, which should hold for any p ∈ N, and any exponents e 1 , . . . , e p ∈ {1, * }:
Now by assuming that Λ is multiplicative, in the sense of Definition 1.7 above, these two sums are trivially equal, and this gives the result.
Summarizing, we have now * -moment extensions of the basic results from [9] . As explained in [9] , and then in [2] , it is possible to use weaker versions of the multiplicativity condition in Definition 1.7, in order to obtain some more specialized results, in the spirit of Theorem 1. 8 . In what follows we will use Theorem 1.8 as it is.
Easiness, examples
In this section and in the next ones we work out some explicit consequences of Theorem 1.8, by using some special classes of modification maps ϕ :
Let us begin with the following standard definition:
Definition 2.1. Let P (k, l) be the set of partitions between an upper row of k points, and a lower row of l points. Associated to any π ∈ P (k, l) is the linear map
between tensor powers of C N , called "easy", with the Kronecker type symbol on the right being given by δ π = 1 when the indices fit, and δ π = 0 otherwise.
Here e 1 , . . . , e N is as usual the standard basis of C N , with N ∈ N being arbitrary, and the convention is that the indices fit when any block of π contains equal indices.
The above maps are well-known in representation theory, the result being that if we denote by u the fundamental representation of the symmetric group S N , we have:
In what follows we will only need easy maps coming from partitions having even blocks. The representation theory result here, that we will not really need, is as follows:
We have then
where
is the subset of partitions having blocks of even size.
Proof. Since we have an inclusion S N ⊂ H N , when looking at the corresponding invariants we obtain inclusions
With this observation in hand, the result follows from the result for S N , the idea being that the sign switches coming from Z 2 must "group together", and so ultimately correspond to restricting the attention to the partitions belonging to P even (k, l) ⊂ P (k, l). See [7] .
As a conclusion to all this, the general idea is that, at least for certain representationtheoretic purposes, the maps T π from Definition 2.1 above are indeed "easy". For full details regarding the notion of easiness, in this setting, we refer to [10] , [13] , [22] , [24] . Now back to our questions, the idea here, which goes back to the work in [9] , is that the same conclusion applies to the block-modified Wishart problematics. To be more precise, the "easy" maps for this theory are, once again, those in Definition 2.1 above.
In order to explain this phenomenon, let us begin with: Here, as in Definition 2.1 above, {e 1 , . . . , e N } is the standard basis of C N , with N ∈ N being some fixed integer, and {e ij } is the corresponding basis of M N (C). Thus, the above linear map ϕ π can be viewed as a "block-modification" map, as follows:
In order to verify that the corresponding matrices Λ π are multiplicative, we will need to check that all the functions ϕ(σ, τ ) = (M e σ ⊗M e τ )(Λ π ) have the property ϕ(σ, γ) = ϕ(σ, σ). For this purpose, we can use the following result, coming from [9] : Proposition 2.4. The following functions ϕ : NC p × NC p → R are "multiplicative", in the sense that they satisfy the condition ϕ(σ, γ) = ϕ(σ, σ):
Proof. These results follow indeed from the following computations:
To be more precise, here we have used the formula in [12] at (1), the formula used in (2) is non-trivial, and was established in [9] , and the computation (3) is trivial.
Let us first discuss the case s = 1. There are 15 partitions π ∈ P (2, 2), and among them, the most "basic" ones are the 4 partitions π ∈ P even (2, 2). With the convention that A δ ∈ M N (C) denotes the diagonal of a matrix A ∈ M N (C), we have:
The partitions π ∈ P even (2, 2) are as follows,
with the associated linear maps ϕ π : M n (C) → M N (C) being as follows:
The corresponding matrices Λ π are all multiplicative, in the sense of Definition 2.3.
Proof. According to the formula in Definition 2.3, taken at s = 1, we have:
In the case of the 4 partitions in the statement, these maps are given by:
Thus, we obtain the formulae in the statement. Regarding now the associated square matrices, appearing via Λ ab,cd = ϕ(e ac ) bd , as in Definition 1.3, these are given by:
Since these matrices are all self-adjoint, we can assume that all the exponents are 1 in Definition 1.7, and the condition there becomes (
. In order to check this condition, observe that in the case of the above 4 matrices, we have:
By using now the results in Proposition 2.4 above, this gives the result.
Summarizing, the partitions π ∈ P even (2, 2) provide us with some concrete "input" for Theorem 1.8. The point now is that, when using this input, we obtain precisely the main known computations for the block-modified Wishart matrices, from [3] , [14] , [15] , [18] : Theorem 2.6. The asymptotic distribution results for the block-modified Wishart matrices coming from the partitions π 1 , π 2 , π 3 , π 4 ∈ P even (2, 2) are as follows:
Proof. These observations go back to [9] . In our setting, the maps ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , ϕ 3 , ϕ 4 in Proposition 2.5 give the 4 matrices in the statement, modulo some rescalings, and the computation of the corresponding distributions, using Theorem 1.8, goes as follows:
(1) Here Λ = ac e ac ⊗ e ac , and so Λ = nP , where P is the rank one projection on the vector a e a ⊗ e a ∈ C n ⊗ C n . Thus ρ = n 2 −1 n 2 δ 0 + 1 n 2 δ n , and this gives the result. (2) Here Λ = ac e ac ⊗ e ca is the flip operator, Λ(e c ⊗ e a ) = e a ⊗ e c . Thus ρ = n−1 2n
δ 1 , and so mnρ =
δ 1 , which gives the result. (3) Here Λ = ab e aa ⊗ e bb is the identity matrix, Λ = 1. Thus in this case we have ρ = δ 1 , so π mnρ = π mn , and so mW ∼ π mn , as claimed.
(4) Here Λ = a e aa ⊗ e aa is the orthogonal projection on span(e a ⊗ e a ) ⊂ C n ⊗ C n . Thus we have ρ = n−1 n δ 0 + 1 n δ 1 , and this gives the result.
Summarizing, in what regards the block-modified Wishart matrix theory, the "simplest" modification maps ϕ are the easy maps ϕ π coming from partitions π ∈ P even (2, 2). Further exploiting this observation will be our main task, in what follows.
General theory
We develop now some general theory, for the partitions π ∈ P even (2s, 2s), with s ∈ N being arbitrary. Our main result will basically refine the main diagrammatic result from [9] , by lifting some assumptions from there, which are in fact not needed.
Let us begin with a reformulation of Definition 2.3, in terms of square matrices:
given by:
• is the blockwise middle symmetry.
Proof. The formula for Λ π follows from the formula of ϕ π from Definition 2.3, by using our standard convention Λ ab,cd = ϕ(e ac ) bd . Regarding now the second assertion, observe that with π → π • being as above, for any multi-indices a, b, c, d we have:
Since Λ π is real, we conclude we have the following formula:
This being true for any a, b, c, d, we obtain Λ * π = Λ π • , as claimed. In order to compute now the generalized * -moments of Λ π , we first have: Proposition 3.2. With π ∈ P (2s, 2s) and Λ π being as above, we have
. . .
with the exponents e 1 , . . . , e p ∈ {1, * } at left corresponding to e 1 , . . . , e p ∈ {1, •} at right.
Proof. In multi-index notation, the general formula for the generalized * -moments for a tensor product square matrix Λ ∈ M n (C) ⊗ M n (C), with n = N s , is:
...i s σ(1)
...j s τ (1) . . .
...j s τ (p)
By using now the formulae in Proposition 3.1 above for the matrix entries of Λ π , and of its adjoint matrix Λ * π = Λ π • , this gives the formula in the statement. As a conclusion, the quantities (M e σ ⊗ M e τ )(Λ π ) that we are interested in can be theoretically computed in terms of π, but the combinatorics is quite non-trivial.
As explained in [9] , some simplifications appear in the symmetric case, π = π • . Indeed, for such partitions we can use the following decomposition result: Proof. Consider indeed the block decomposition of our partition,
• , or is asymmetric, and disjoint from β
• , which must be a block of π too. The result follows.
The idea will be that of decomposing over the components of π. First, we have: we have (M σ ⊗ M τ )(Λ η ) = 1, for any p ∈ N, and any σ, τ ∈ NC p .
Proof. As a first observation, the result holds indeed at s = 1, due to the computations in the proof of Proposition 2.5. In general, by using Proposition 3.2, we obtain:
. . . δ j s
By transposing the two p × s matrices of Kronecker symbols, we obtain:
. . . δ i 1
. . . δ j 1
We can now perform all the sums, and we obtain in this way:
Thus, the formula in the statement holds indeed.
We can now perform the decomposition over the components, as follows:
is a decomposition into symmetric subpartitions, which each π t being completed with horizontal strings, coming from the standard pairing η.
Proof. We use the general formula in Proposition 3.2. In the symmetric case the various e x exponents dissapear, and we can write the formula there as follows:
The point now is that in this formula, the number of double arrays [ij] that we are counting naturally decomposes over the subpartitions π t . Thus, we have a formula of the following type, with K being a certain normalization constant:
Regarding now the precise value of K, our claim is that this is given by:
Indeed, the fraction on the left comes from the standard 1 n |σ|+|τ | normalizations of all the (M σ ⊗ M τ )(Λ) quantities involved. As for the term on the right, this comes from the contribution of the horizontal strings, which altogether contribute as the strings of the standard pairing η ∈ P even (2s, 2s), counted R − 1 times. But, according to Proposition 3.4 above, the strings of η contribute with a n |σ|+|τ | factor, and this gives the result.
Summarizing, in the easy case we are led to the study of the partitions π ∈ P even (2s, 2s) which are symmetric, and we have so far a decomposition formula for them.
Symmetric components
In this section we keep building on the material developed above. Our purpose is that of converting Theorem 3.5 into an explicit formula, that we can use later on.
We have to compute the contributions of the components. First, we have:
Proposition 4.1. For a symmetric partition π ∈ P even (2s, 2s), consisting of one symmetric block, completed with horizontal strings, we have
where λ ∈ P p is a partition constructed as follows, 
...i
...j
If we denote by k 1 , . . . , k p the common values of the indices affected by the long Kronecker symbols, coming from the symmetric block, we have then:
Let us compute now the contributions of the various i, j indices involved. If we regard both i, j as being p × s arrays of indices, the situation is as follows:
-On the a 1 , . . . , a r columns of i, the equations are i ae x = i ae σ(x) = k x for any e, x. Thus when r = 0 we must have ker k ≤ σ, in order to have solutions, and if this condition is satisfied, the solution is unique. As for the case r = 0, here there is no special condition to be satisfied by k, and we have once again a unique solution.
-On the A 1 , . . . , A s−r columns of i, the conditions on the indices are the "trivial" ones, examined in the proof of Proposition 3.4 above. According to the computation there, the total contribution coming from these indices is (N |σ| ) s−r = N (s−r)|σ| . -Regarding now j, the situation is similar, with a unique solution coming from the b 1 , . . . , b v columns, provided that the condition ker k ≤ τ is satisfied at v = 0, and with a total N (s−v)|τ | contribution coming from the B 1 , . . . , B s−v columns. As a conclusion, in order to have solutions i, j, we are led to the condition ker k ≤ λ, where λ ∈ {σ ∧ τ, σ, τ } is the partition constructed in the statement. Now by putting everything together, we deduce that we have:
Thus, we have obtained the formula in the statement, and we are done.
In the two-block case now, we have a similar result, as follows:
For a symmetric partition π ∈ P even (2s, 2s), consisting of a symmetric union β ⊔ β • of two asymmetric blocks, completed with horizontal strings, we have
where r +u and v +w represent the number of upper and lower legs of β, and where λ ∈ P p is a partition constructed according to the following table, ru\vw 11 10 01 00 
We have now two long Kronecker symbols, coming from β ⊔ β • , and if we denote by k 1 , . . . , k p and l 1 , . . . , l p the values of the indices affected by them, we obtain:
. . . δ j Let us compute now the contributions of the various i, j indices. On the a 1 , . . . , a r and c 1 , . . . , c u columns of i, regarded as an p × s array, the equations are as follows:
If we denote by i x the common value of the i ae x indices, when e varies, and by I x the common value of the i c f x indices, when f varies, these equations simply become:
Thus we have 0 or 1 solutions. To be more precise, depending now on the positivity/nullness of the parameters r, u, we are led to 4 cases, as follows:
Case 11. Here r, u ≥ 1, and we must have k x = l σ(x) , k σ(x) = l x . Case 10. Here r ≥ 1, u = 0, and we must have k σ(x) = l x . Case 01. Here r = 0, u ≥ 1, and we must have k x = l σ(x) . Case 00. Here r = u = 0, and there is no condition on k, l. In what regards now the A 1 , . . . , A s−r columns of i, the conditions on the indices are the "trivial" ones, examined in the proof of Proposition 3.4 above. According to the computation there, the total contribution coming from these indices is:
The study for the j indices is similar, and we will only record here the final conclusions. First, in what regards the b 1 , . . . , b v and d 1 , . . . , d w columns of j, the same discussion as above applies, and we have once again 0 or 1 solutions, as follows: Case 11'. Here v, w ≥ 1, and we must have k x = l τ (x) , k τ (x) = l x . Case 10'. Here v ≥ 1, w = 0, and we must have k τ (x) = l x . Case 01'. Here v = 0, w ≥ 1, and we must have k x = l τ (x) . Case 00'. Here v = w = 0, and there is no condition on k, l. As for the B 1 , . . . , B s−v−w columns of j, the conditions on the indices here are "trivial", as in Proposition 3.4, and the total contribution coming from these indices is:
Let us put now everything together. First, we must merge the conditions on k, l found in the cases 00-11 above with those found in the cases 00'-11'. There are 4 × 4 = 16 computations to be performed here, and the "generic" computation, corresponding to the merger of case 11 with the case 11', is as follows:
Thus in this case l is uniquely determined by k, and k itself must satisfy:
We conclude that the total contribution of the k, l indices in this case is:
In the remaining 15 cases the computations are similar, with some of the above 4 conditions, that we started with, dissapearing. The conclusion is that the total contribution of the k, l indices is as follows, with λ being the partition in the statement:
With this result in hand, we can now finish our computation, as follows:
As a conclusion now, we have the following result: 
Exclusion work
Generally speaking, the formula in Theorem 4.3 does not lead to the multiplicativity condition from Definition 1.7, and this due to the fact that the various partitions λ ∈ P p constructed in Proposition 4.2 have in general a quite complicated combinatorics.
To be more precise, we first have the following result:
Proposition 5.1. For a symmetric partition π ∈ P even (2s, 2s) we have
where f 1 , f 2 are respectively linear combinations of the following quantities:
Proof. This follows indeed by combining Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 4.3 above, with concrete input from Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.2.
In the above result, the partitions in (1) lead to the multiplicativity condition in Definition 1.7, and so to compound free Poisson laws, via Theorem 1.8. However, the partitions in (2) have a more complicated combinatorics, which does not fit with Definition 1.7 above, nor with the finer multiplicativity notions introduced in [9] .
Summarizing, in order to extend the 4 basic computations from section 2, we must fine-tune our formalism. A natural answer here comes from the following result: Proposition 5.2. For a partition π ∈ P (2s, 2s), the following are equivalent:
(1) ϕ π is unital modulo scalars, i.e. ϕ π (1) = c1, with c ∈ C. Proof. We use the formula of ϕ π from Definition 2.3 above, namely: Let us first find out when ϕ π (1) is diagonal. In order for this condition to hold, the off-diagonal terms of ϕ π (1) must all vanish, and so we must have:
Our claim is that for any π ∈ P (2s, 2s) we have the following formula:
Indeed, each of the terms of the sup on the left are smaller than the quantity on the right, so ≤ holds. Also, assuming δ [ µ π ] (bd) = 1, we can take a 1 , . . . , a s to be the indices appearing on the strings of µ, and we obtain δ π ( a b a d ) = 1. Thus, we have equality. Now with this equality in hand, we conclude that we have:
Let us investigate now when (1) holds. We already know that π must satisfy [ µ π ] ≤ µ, and the remaining conditions, concerning the diagonal terms, are as follows:
As a first observation, the quantity on the left is a decreasing function of λ = ker b. Now in order for this decreasing function to be constant, we must have: To be more precise, for the 1-block components the study is trivial, and we are led to (1) . Regarding now the 2-block components, in the case r +u = 0 we must have v +w = 1, as stated in (2) . Finally, assuming r + u ≥ 1, when constructing [ µ π ] all the legs on the bottom will become connected, and so we must have v + w ≤ 1, as stated in (3).
Summarizing, the condition that ϕ π is unital modulo scalars is a natural generalization of what happens for the 4 basic partitions in P even (2, 2), and in the symmetric case, we have a good understanding of such partitions. However, the associated matrices Λ π still fail to be multiplicative, and we must come up with a second condition, coming from: Theorem 5.4. Assuming that π ∈ P (2s, 2s) is symmetric, the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) The linear maps ϕ π , ϕ π * are both unital modulo scalars.
(2) The symmetric components have ≤ 2 upper legs, and ≤ 2 lower legs.
The symmetric components appear as copies of the 4 elements of P even (2, 2).
Proof. By applying Proposition 5.3 above to the partitions π, π * , and by merging the results, we conclude that the equivalence (1) ⇐⇒ (2) holds indeed.
As for the equivalence (2) ⇐⇒ (3), this is clear from definitions.
Summarizing, we have now the needed combinatorial ingredients for dealing with the non-multiplicativity issues mentioned after Proposition 5.1 above.
Poisson laws
In this section we put together everything that we have. The idea will be that of using the partitions found in Theorem 5.4 above as an input for Proposition 5.1, and then for the general block-modification machinery developed in section 1.
We will need the following result, which complements Proposition 2.4:
Proposition 6.1. The following functions ϕ : NC p × NC p → R are "multiplicative", in the sense that they satisfy the condition ϕ(σ, γ) = ϕ(σ, σ):
To be more precise, here we have used in (1) a result from [9] , stating that the numbers |γσ| − 1 and |σ 2 | − |σ| are equal, both counting the number of blocks of σ having even size. As for (2), this comes from the formula |σγ −1 | − 1 = p − |σ| from [12] , and from the fact that σγ −1 , γ −1 σ have the same cycle structure as the left and right Kreweras complements of σ, and therefore have the same number of blocks. See [9] .
We can now formulate our main multiplicativity result, as follows: Proposition 6.2. Assuming that π ∈ P even (2s, 2s) is symmetric, π = π
• , and is such that ϕ π , ϕ π * are unital modulo scalars, we have a formula of the following type:
Moreover, the square matrix Λ π is multiplicative, in the sense of Definition 1.7.
Proof. The first assertion follows from Proposition 5.1. Indeed, according to Theorem 5.4 above, the list of partitions appearing in Proposition 5.1 (2) dissapears in the case where both ϕ π , ϕ π * are unital modulo scalars, and this gives the result.
As for the second assertion, this follows from the formula in the statement, and from the various results in Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 6.1 above.
As a main consequence, Theorem 1.8 applies, and gives: Theorem 6.3. Given a partition π ∈ P even (2s, 2s) which is symmetric, π = π
• , and which is such that ϕ π , ϕ π * are unital modulo scalars, for the corresponding block-modified Wishart matrixW = (id ⊗ ϕ π )W we have the asymptotic convergence formula
Proof. This follows by putting together the results that we have. Indeed, due to Proposition 6.2 above, Theorem 1.8 applies, and gives the convergence result. Summarizing, we have now an explicit block-modification machinery, valid for certain suitable partitions π ∈ P even (2s, 2s), which improves the previous theory from [9] .
There are of course many interesting questions left, in relation with the easy symmetric modifications, that we will not further investigate here, as follows:
(1) A first question is that of computing the above measure ρ = law(Λ π ). Here we know that the moments of Λ π are the quantities (M γ ⊗ M γ )(Λ π ), and by using the computations in the proof of Theorem 2.6, this shows that ρ is a certain sum of three Dirac masses on the real line, depending on three parameters. (2) A more delicate question now, which is of interest in connection with quantum information theory questions, is that of computing the support of π mnρ , and deciding when this support is contained in [0, ∞). For sums ρ of two Dirac masses, this was done in [8] . In the present case, we do not know the answer. (3) As a quite difficult combinatorial question now, we have the problem of understanding the combinatorics of the partitions that we excluded, from Proposition 5.1 (2) . As already mentioned, these partitions do not seem to have any "obvious" multiplicativity type property, even in the generalized sense of [9] .
Finally, we have the question of investigating the partitions π ∈ P even (2s, 2s) which are not symmetric, or more generally the partitions π ∈ P (2s, 2s), without assumptions. Regarding this latter question, here we have some computations at s = 1, whose outcome is partly good, partly bad. We have no conjecture here, for the moment.
Twisted easiness
In this section and in the next one we "twist" the result in Theorem 6.3, by using the general Schur-Weyl twisting theory from [4] . Our motivation comes from our belief that the free Bessel laws introduced in [6] can be covered by a suitable "super-easy" extension of our formalism. All this will be explained later on, in sections 9-10 below.
In order to start the twisting work, let us first recall from [4] that we have:
We have a signature map ε : P even → {−1, 1}, given by ε(π) = (−1) c , where c is the number of switches needed to make π noncrossing. In addition:
(1) For π ∈ P erm(k, k) ≃ S k , this is the usual signature.
(2) For π ∈ P 2 we have (−1) c , where c is the number of crossings. (3) For π ∈ P obtained from σ ∈ NC even by merging blocks, the signature is 1.
Proof. The fact that the number c in the statement is well-defined modulo 2 is standard, and we refer here to [4] . As for the remaining assertions, these are as well from [4] .
We can make act partitions in P even on tensors in a twisted way, as follows: Definition 7.2. Associated to any partition π ∈ P even (k, l) is the linear map
where ε : P even → {−1, 1} is the signature map.
Observe the similarity with the formula in Definition 2.1, from the untwisted case. In fact, what we are doing here is basically replacing the Kronecker symbols δ π ∈ {0, 1} from the untwisted case with certain signed Kronecker symbols,δ π ∈ {−1, 0, 1}.
Combinatorially speaking, this modification is something quite subtle, and as a main conceptual result here, we have the following statement, which is also from [4] : Proposition 7.3. The assignement π →T π is categorical, in the sense that
,T * π =T π * where c(π, σ) is the number of closed loops obtained when composing.
Proof. All this is routine, by using Proposition 7.1, and we refer here to [4] .
The above result is important for representation theory reasons, because it shows that Definition 7.2 can be used in order to construct new quantum groups. See [4] .
In relation now with our problems, given a partition π ∈ P even (2s, 2s), we can use if we want the twisted versionφ π of the linear map ϕ π constructed in section 2. To be more precise, we have the following twisted analogue of Definition 2.3 above:
Definition 7.4. Associated to any partition π ∈ P even (2s, 2s) Observe that, in contrast to Definition 2.3, the assumption that π ∈ P (2s, 2s) must actually belong to P even (2s, 2s) is really needed here, because the signature map ε is only defined for such partitions, and cannot be extended to the whole P (2s, 2s).
As an important remark, due to Proposition 7.1 (3) above, for π ∈ NC even (2s, 2s) we haveφ π = ϕ π . In other words, in order to reach to some new problems and some new combinatorics, we must restrict the attention to the partitions having crossings.
Let us begin with a complete study at s = 1. As a first result here, we have:
For the only partition π ∈ P even (2, 2) having crossings, namely
we haveφ π (A) = 2A δ − A t , and the generalized moments ofΛ π are given by
where ε ac = 1 − δ ac , which equals 1 when a = c, and equals 0 when a = c.
Proof. The formula in Definition 7.4 above givesφ π (A) = 2A δ − A t , as claimed. As for the corresponding square matrixΛ π , this is given by the following formula:
In terms of the opposite Kronecker symbols ε ac = 1 − δ ac , as in the statement, this formula can be written in a global way, as follows:
Now in terms of matrix coefficients, we therefore have:
(Λ π ) ab,cd = (−1) εac δ ad δ bc According now to Definition 1.2, the quantities that we are interested in are:
Let us compute now the law ofΛ π . According to the general twisting philosophy in [4] , the law of Λ π should be invariant under twisting, and this is indeed the case: Proposition 7.6. For the standard crossing π ∈ P even (2, 2), we have
and this law is the measure ρ = n−1 2n
the proof of Theorem 2.6 (2).
Proof. According to the general theory from section 1 above, the moments ofΛ π can be obtained by setting σ = τ = γ in the formula from Proposition 7.5.
Thus, we must compute the following quantities:
Our claim is that the ±1 numbers appearing on the right are in fact all equal to 1. Indeed, we have two cases here, depending on whether p is odd or even:
(1) When p is odd the square of γ = (1 → 2 → . . . → p → 1) is once again a full cycle,
, and so the condition ker i ≤ γ 2 simply tells us that all the indices of i are equal. Thus, the above opposite Kronecker symbols are all equal to 0, and so is their sum, and we obtain 1 as summand.
(2) When p is even the square of γ = (1 → 2 → . . . → p → 1) decomposes as a union of two cycles, namely (1 → 3 → . . . → p − 1 → 1) and (2 → 4 → . . . → p → 2), and so our condition ker i ≤ γ 2 reads i 1 = i 3 = . . . = i p−1 = α and i 2 = i 4 = . . . = i p = β, for certain numbers α, β. Thus, the above opposite Kronecker symbols have the same value, namely ε αβ , and since we are summing an even number of them, their global sum equals 0 modulo 2, and we obtain once again 1 as summand, in our formula.
Summarizing, we have proved our claim. Thus, the signatures dissapear in the computation, and by comparing with the computation for Λ π , from the proof of Proposition 2.5 above, we conclude that we obtain the same law as there, as claimed.
We can now formulate our final result regarding the crossing, as follows: Proof. The first part of the statement, which is there just for completness, is from Proposition 7.5. In order to prove now that Theorem 1.8 applies, we must check the multi-
. By using the general formula from Proposition 7.5, the equality that we want to prove reads:
Let us denote the exponents appearing in this formula by e σ (i). With this notation, and by rescaling, the formula that we want to prove is as follows:
Now let us recall that in the untwisted case, where all the summands are 1, which formally means setting e σ = 0 in the above formula, the above equality holds indeed, because this follows from the formula |σγ| − 1 = |σ 2 | − |σ| established in [9] , by using the fact that both these numbers count the number of even blocks of σ.
In the twisted case now, the proof is similar. Indeed, the bijection established in [9] with the even blocks of σ preserves, at the level of the corresponding indices, the above e σ (i) numbers. Thus when summing, we obtain again the same quantities.
Summarizing, the matrixΛ π is multiplicative, and so Theorem 1.8 applies. But, in view of Proposition 7.6, we obtain the same law as in the untwisted case, as claimed.
As already mentioned before Proposition 7.6, such kind of results are in tune with the general Schur-Weyl twisting philosophy in [4] , which states that the main combinatorial invariants, such as the Weingarten functions of the corresponding orthogonal groups, should be invariant under twisting. We will see in the next section that this phenomenon extends well beyond the standard crossing setting, into a fully general result.
The general case
In this section, we investigate the general twisted case. For this purpose, we will basically follow the decomposition method from the proof of Theorem 6.3 above, with twisting input coming from the various formulae obtained in section 7.
Let us begin with some preliminary results. We first have:
The signature of a symmetric partition π ∈ P even (2s, 2s) is given by
where π t are the symmetric components of π.
Proof. Since our partition satisfies π ∈ P even (2s, 2s) and π = π • , its components satisfy as well these conditions, π t ∈ P even (2s, 2s) and π t = π • t . In particular, any of these partitions π t has the property that both the number of upper legs, and of lower legs, is even. Now let us rearrange these blocks, as for our partition π to become the usual tensor product π ′ = π 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ π t . Due to the above remark regarding the upper and lower legs of each π t , the number of required switches for this operation is even, and so the signature does not change. In other words, we have ε(π) = ε(π ′ ), and this gives the result.
We will need as well the following technical observation: we haveΛ η = Λ η , and so
Proof. The equalityΛ η = Λ η is clear at s = 1, and at s = 2 this follows from the fact that η needs 2 switches in order to be made noncrossing, and so its signature is 1. In general, this follows from the fact that η, as well as all its subpartitions, all have signature 1. As for the last assertion, this is clear from (M σ ⊗ M τ )(Λ η ) = 1, for any σ, τ .
With the above results in hand, we have the following analogue of Theorem 3.5:
. Given a symmetric partition π ∈ P even (2s, 2s), the quantities
decompose as elementary products, over the symmetric blocks of π.
Proof. We follow the proof from the untwisted case, from section 3 above. First, in the twisted case, the formula from Proposition 3.1 becomes: Thus, we have a decomposition over the symmetric components of π, as indicated in the statement. As for the computation of the normalization factor, we can use here Proposition 8.2, and we conclude that this factor is 1, as in the untwisted case.
With these ingredients in hand, we can now prove: Theorem 8.4. Assuming that π ∈ P even (2s, 2s) is symmetric, and is such that ϕ π , ϕ π * are both unital modulo scalars, the d → ∞ asymptotic law of the associated block-modified Wishart matrixW = (id ⊗φ π )W is the same as in the untwisted case.
Proof. Let us first check thatΛ π is multiplicative. By using Proposition 8.3 we have to check this over the various symmetric components of π. On the other hand, we know from Theorem 5.3 above that these symmetric components appear as copies of the 4 basic partitions, from P even (2, 2). Thus, the result follows from Theorem 7.7.
Summarizing, Theorem 1.8 applies. Regarding now the d → ∞ asymptotic law that we obtain, we must work out here the twisted analogue of the formula in Proposition 6.2. But, once again due to Theorem 7.7, this formula must be invariant under twisting, and we are done. Note that this is in tune with the general twisting philosophy from [4] .
Summarizing, we have now a block-modification theory for some suitable partitions π ∈ P even (2s, 2s), which works both in the untwisted and the twisted case.
As already mentioned, our main motivation for this extension comes from a potential application to the free Bessel laws, and this will be discussed in what follows. However, Theorem 8.4 has as well its own interest, supporting the twisting philosophy from [4] .
Free Bessel laws
In this section and in the next one we go back to the general complex setting, with the aim of recovering the free Bessel laws, constructed in [6] , by using our formalism.
The free Bessel laws are compound free Poisson laws, constructed as follows:
Definition 9.1. The free Bessel law, depending on n ∈ N ∪ {∞} and on t > 0, is
where η n is the uniform measure on the n-th roots of unity.
The terminology here comes from a similarity with the Bessel laws, also introduced in [6] , which is best understood in terms of the Bercovici-Pata bijection [11] . At n = 1 we obtain the free Poisson laws, while at n = 2 we obtain the laws constructed and studied [7] . In general, the free Bessel laws appear as laws of truncated characters of certain compact quantum Lie groups in the sense of Woronowicz [26] .
As explained in [6] , the moments of β n 1 can be recovered by using the certain blockmodified Wishart matrices, with the modification map being the one which multiplies by a diagonal matrix whose eigenvalues are uniformly distributed n-th roots of unity.
By using the methods in section 1 above, we can now perform a finer study of this phenomenon, at the * -moment level, and at any t > 0. First, we have: where NC e p (n) ⊂ NC p is the set of partitions π having the property that any block of π, when weighted by e, must have as size a multiple of n.
Proof. We use Proposition 1.4 above. For the linear map ϕ(A) = EA in the statement we have Λ ab,cd = δ ab δ cd w a . Now with the usual convention that the exponents e i ∈ {1, * } get converted into signs e i ∈ {1, −1}, we obtain the following formula:
(M As a conclusion, modulo a rescaling factor, the generalized * -moments that we are interested in are in fact Kronecker type symbols, which decide whether all blocks of στ have as size a multiple of n, when weighted by the signs e 1 , . . . , e p ∈ {−1, 1}. Now if we denote these latter Kronecker symbols by δ e (στ −1 ), which depend on the value of n ∈ N as well, our formula for the generalized * -moments simply becomes:
(M We can now apply Proposition 1.4. By using this result, along with the standard formula |σ| + |σγ −1 | = p + 1 from [12] , we obtain the following formula: Summarizing, in order to further advance, we would need here: (1) some more conceptual results on the free Bessel laws and their * -moments, coming for instance via [2] , and (2) some combinatorial advances on the notion of super-easiness, in the spirit of [5] .
In addition to this question, and to the other questions raised throughout the paper, we have of course, as a central question, the problem of understanding the relationship between the block-modified Wishart matrices and the compact quantum groups. The situation here looks quite complicated, and we have for instance the following related question, that we believe to be of interest: "what are the quantum groups having as spectral measure a compound free Poisson law?". This is of course related to the free Bessel problem, via the quantum groups introduced and studied in [6] .
We intend to come back to these questions in some future work.
